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The film has been releasing for the last five weeks, and the industry watchers are of the opinion that the decline is a result of the Indian market being dominated by small budget films. But Box Office experts have another reason for the decline. The other big hitters in the industry like Baahubali 2: The Conclusion,
Kabali and Sanju too aren't releasing this weekend. These are huge films which have proven to be extremely profitable in the past. Hence, this weekend is expected to show the true state of affairs in the industry. Currently the film is dominating the charts, but the producers are confident that they can up the game
as the response to the film has been positive. 'Pushpa: The Rise' has a running time of 151 minutes and has a budget of around Rs 7 crores. Coming back to the film industry, box office expert Prahlad Chakravorti has said that they should take this opportunity to do something other than just releases and releases
only. 'Pushpa' is a small budget film with limited audience. The makers of the film are not just relying on the box office collections but are also trying to make the film a success with a large outreach. Chakravorti also added that the beauty of the film is that it is a story about an ordinary man, and the way in which
the audience responded to this film is a great thing. According to him, the film's success has been attributed to the fact that it tells a story that most of the people can relate to, like a common man from a town or village, and not an upper class man or celebrity. The fact that 'Pushpa' is a film that is not targeted
towards the masses, but tells the story of a normal person, is the reason behind its success. Alia Bhatt’s Ram Leela is the biggest hit of the year till now. But the film has earned Rs 170 crore all over the globe. “The film’s distributor in South Africa,” states a film trade analyst, “has taken it for a while to collect this
much but it is finally in the black.” Balaji Motion Pictures, which distributed the film, had reported a profit of Rs 170.87 crore at the box office, while the distributor from Zimbabwe and Kenya had taken a loss of Rs 13.07 crore. The profit in South Africa is because of the high number of screenings that took
place in the country. The film
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Fifth film by series stars Tobin Bell, Costas Mandylor and Scott Patterson, plus newcomers Julie Benz, Megan Good and Greg Bryk. David Hackle, . Overall, the film turned out better than 'The Last Stand'. However, if you're expecting something new from 'Devil's Advocate' or 'The Last Stand', then 'Defender'
won't live up to your expectations. The storyline is quite predictable, but this does not spoil the overall impression. Compared to 'Lawyer', there is more drive and more action. Not to say that the film is very tense, but it is quite enjoyable to watch. So, if you're not a fan of The Lawyer, you might very well like The
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